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32nd Caerphilly Local Service Board Standing Conference
Introduction
The Caerphilly Local Service Board Standing Conference took place in Llancaiach Fawr
Mediaeval Manor, Nelson on 22nd March 2016
The Local Service Board was pleased to welcome over 75 attendees on the day representing
Caerphilly County Borough Council and its partners from across the sectors. Rob Hartshorn,
Head of Public Protection, CCBC compered the event, making the introductions and leading
delegates through the agenda, finishing off with a round-up of the day.

Speakers
 Councillor Keith Reynolds, Leader - Caerphilly County Borough Council
 Cathy Madge, Strategy and Policy Lead, Office of the Future Generations Commissioner
 Neville Rookes, Policy Officer – Environment, Welsh Local Government Association
 Dr. Alan Netherwood, Netherwood Sustainable Futures
 Rob Hartshorn, Head of Public Protection, CCBC
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Welcome & Introduction
Cllr Keith Reynolds, as Chair of the Local Service Board and Leader of Caerphilly
County Borough Council welcomed everyone to
the day, thanking organisations for their ongoing
support and commitment to working in partnership.
He noted the agenda would be focusing on the
Wellbeing of Future Generations Act, explaining that
as a key piece of legislation it would have far reaching
consequences for all our organisations and for our
communities. He said, “It is important that we embrace
the new Act and work collaboratively to benefit our
local residents.”
Cllr Reynolds then went on to outline the changes
coming into force on 1st April under the Act which
would see the change from the Local Service Board to the Public Services Board and he
welcomed the new members who would be attending in future including Natural Resources
Wales and South Wales Fire and Rescue Service to sit as statutory members of the Board
alongside the Council and Aneurin Bevan University Health Board.
The membership will also include Gwent Police, the Gwent Police and Crime Commissioner,
the National Probation Service Wales, Community Rehabilitation Company Wales, Welsh
Government and Welsh Ministers and GAVO representing the third sector.
The Public Services Board will have a new statutory function under the Wellbeing of Future
Generations Act to oversee the production of the Wellbeing Assessment for the county borough
over the next year. He also said, “Now, more than ever, it is important that we all pool our
resources effectively in order to drive forward this key piece of work”.
Finally, Cllr Reynolds took the opportunity to welcome Kath Peters into her new position as
CCBC Policy Manager and asked members to join him in saying farewell to two long standing
members of staff, Howard Rees and John Elliott, who were retiring after many years of
dedicated service and wished them all the best for the future.

Presentations
Highlights from the presentations are recorded below; the full presentations are available on the
PSB website. https://your.caerphilly.gov.uk/publicservicesboard
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“The Wellbeing of Future Generations (Wales) Act”
Cathy Madge, Strategy and Policy Lead, Office of the Future Generations
Commissioner gave the first presentation, providing an overview of the Wellbeing of Future
Generations Act and the priorities for delivery from the perspective of the Future Generations
Commissioner.
Cathy began her presentation with the short “Megan” animated film which gives the background
to the Act using the life of an individual, Megan, to show the positive impact it is trying to
achieve.

The presentation then went on to outline what the Act was trying to achieve. Cathy, in
focussing firstly on the seven “Wellbeing Goals” explained how organisations were expected to
consider all of them together, thinking about how each decision / service might contribute to as
many goals as possible and not think about them in isolation. She explained the five ways of
working:




Integration
Collaboration
Long Term




Involvement
Prevention

And how they should be used to understand and deal with any perceived conflict in balanced
decision making i.e. prosperity v environment.
Cathy then went on to outline the duties placed on the new Public Services Boards (PSBs), in
particular the requirement to undertake an assessment of local wellbeing and set well-being
objectives for the county borough in the form of a Well-being Plan.
Cathy then concluded by explaining the role of the Future Generations Commissioner to advise
and assist public bodies and PSBs, to encourage collaboration and best practice as well as
provide challenge to ensure the duties were being fulfilled.
Cathy.Madge@futuregenerations.wales
02921 677 400
www.futuregenerations.wales
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“Future Generations – lessons learnt from the early adopters programme”
Neville Rookes, Policy Officer – Environment, Welsh Local Government
Association began his presentation by explaining the policy area within the Welsh Local
Government Association he covered, including Sustainable Development, Climate Change,
Biodiversity, Energy, Waste Flood, Water, Marine all of which were interlinked and all relevant
to the Future Generations Act. He explained the background to the Act, explaining how it had
come from the commitment to sustainable development in the government of Wales Act.
He explained how the
WLGA had developed a
Sustainable Development
framework funded by WG
to support local authorities
embed sustainable
development over eight
years earlier, and how they
had developed the “early
adopters” approach to
work with a small number
of authorities in advance of the Act. They had been pleased with the response eventually
working with 11 authorities and 3 national parks. Neville explained how the Early Adopters
programme had worked and how they had used a diagnostic tool to enable authorities to
understand how “ready” they were for the Act. He used the experiences of Swansea and
Torfaen to illustrate how important leadership was to the process of understanding and
embracing the transformational change that would be required.
In his presentation of the learning from the early adopters, Neville suggested that a focus on the
five ways of working, outlined by Cathy in her presentation, would provide the greatest impact
for local authorities and their PSB partners. He cited the work being undertaken on information
and data sharing across the former Gwent with local authorities, health, police and fire & rescue
service as an example of an integrated approach.

Neville finished by
reiterating that it
would be a
“mammoth” task to
embed a very
different way of
working and the
sustainable
development
principle throughout
organisations.

Neville.rookes@wlga.gov.uk

029 2046 8625
www.wlga.gov.uk
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“Exploring Future Generations & Future Trends”
Dr. Alan Netherwood, of Netherwood Sustainable Futures provided the third
presentation which asked members to focus on Caerphilly County Borough to explore what the
Act was asking us to do differently and how we might account for future generations’ needs. He
explained the work undertaken with the Welsh Local Government Association and the early
adopters programme, and the scenario exercises that had been designed to help organisations
and communities understand “long term” planning. He acknowledged that representing the
needs of future generations was difficult but explained the work that had been done with
Swansea and Newport on ward scenarios to 2040/50 and how that had helped to define the
issues.

Breaking it down further to look at what was meant by “future generations”, Alan used his own
family to describe a future planning scenario. He also identified where we are already good at
planning for the long term such as early years interventions, health, land use planning, waste
and housing, and where we might need to improve in area such as infrastructure, resource use
and the economy. He asked members to consider what Caerphilly county borough might look
like if planned successfully, with a series of slides offering a positive view of how the borough
might look, before focussing on what the Act was asking everyone to do differently from normal.

Before taking members into the workshop sessions, Alan Netherwood concluded that,
“The effectiveness of the Act in Caerphilly county borough will be determined by how it is
interpreted by the bodies it covers”.
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Dr. Alan Netherwood Email:alan.netherwood@gmail.com
Phone: 01558 685942
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Workshop Sessions
Delegates were then asked to split into their workshop groups to undertake a number of tasks to
start to look at how we might approach long term planning for the county borough. All workshop
groups discussed the same three questions.

The following report has been compiled by Alan Netherwood.

Future Generations Act (Wales) 2015 Exercises: Notes
Alan Netherwood, Netherwood Sustainable Futures
The aim of this activity was to explore the changes required to accommodate future trends and
the needs of future generations in the public sector’s work.
The following sections summarise the outputs from these workshops. Each is divided into
appropriate sections to capture (and order) the breadth of discussion. It should be noted that
delegates produced this wealth of material and insight in only one hour. It is hoped that
this ‘snapshot’ can be built on by the PSB and partners to develop their approaches to the long
term and future generations. A brief overview is provided for each of the sections.
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1.

FUTURE TRENDS AND CAERPHILLY COUNTY BOROUGH

Delegates responded to the task by both reacting to the requirements of the Future Generations
Act, and discussing some of the prevalent trends in Caerphilly, and the need to tackle endemic
trends in new ways. There was a lot of focus on the economy – with key questions asked on the
nature of a future economy in the Borough, what will people do for a living, and where will they
do it?. Similarly an increasingly ageing population and its effect one economy and social care
also featured strongly in discussions. Others touched on the infrastructure we rely on, including
transport, energy and water. Social resilience and health trends unsurprisingly featured heavily.
The challenge for the PSB is to think long term about economic, environmental, social and
cultural issues in a ‘place’ based well-being plan – thinking 25 years ahead about the local
impacts of a range of trends, despite uncertainties around local government re-organisation and
the need to develop relevant local data. This is a major change from current approaches and
will need managing carefully by all PSB partners.
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DEVELOPMENT PLANNING

ECONOMY

Reduce population for given area (capacity
control)

Multi-generational poverty
Sustainable Employment

Ageing populations – positive.
Infrastructural resilience.
LDP and new housing – lack of infrastructure –
impact on Cardiff etc. Better linked up thinking.
Ownership of property ‘for young’ not
necessarily a problem. Housing model needs
to change – cultural issue.
Sustainable Transportation

HEALTH
Health Trends – improve education, improve
health. 60% obesity.
Health issues – are we providing facilities for
future generations?
People working into 70s means older family
members need to be healthier
Activity for health – a quality of life issue. Need
a community approach.
Childhood obesity across Gwent – bringing
planners into discussion when allocating fast
food outlets/healthy alternatives.

Difficult see what economy might be –
digital, finance, different!
Digitisation: Skills/Affordability/Access
If people remain in work until they are 70
– where do the jobs come from for young
people?
Need to make more use of tourism and
possible job opportunities.
Economic activity – number of people on
incapacity/sickness not affected by any
of current measures. Wide Impact.
Relationship between economy and
fitness.
In work poverty – low paid jobs is a big
issue. Structures need to support people
out of poverty in work.
Need to grow local supply chains but
capacity is not there.
Need to encourage more practical trades
as they will still be needed.
Sense of snobbery about academic
qualifications over trades – not for
everyone

FINANCE
Will we have finances to do more with less in
the way we would like?
Finance and resources need to follow proactive solutions.
EDUCATION
Education: start earlier; change behaviours
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Inward investment – need for new
business
Employment in agriculture – rural area
regeneration.
Jobs locally – not encouraging people to
work on the coastal belt. More equality in
prosperity.
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and perceptions; culture of excess; broaden
‘norms’

Consumer – supplier – socially
responsible – milk, veg etc.
Wealth Creation (e.g. ICE)

SOCIAL

RESOURCES & ENERGY

Family solutions to family problems?

Biodiversity: interconnection; awareness;
understanding of how it impacts on
economy and society; tourism; food
scarcity;

Older person: support; capability; lifestyles;
care; demands; longevity of working lives.
Community break up – family break up – no
support – the cause. If we don’t work with
families in the first 2 months this determines.
Cycle need to be broken.
Looking at WG Daffodil – people living with
chronic health conditions, sensory
impairments, health conditions.
CF health prevention will go backwards with
the shrinkage of budgets and resources

Energy: Investment in energy security –
needs – opportunities – jobs –duties
Childcare: facilities available
Energy – like to see more info on
effectiveness of windfarms. Question
strategy of individual turbines. Export of
recycled waste- co-ordinated long term
approach.
Ideology of zero carbon – think about SD
in context – unachievable.
Water security – desalination, we are an
island.

GOVERNANCE
Uncertainties due to political landscape.
Cross generational ‘excuse’ e.g. heavy
industry.
Not a parochial approach – regional approach
required – city deal.
City region – more employment, more housing,
more economic wealth in Borough. Need to
plan on a regional basis.
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2.

WHAT MIGHT THE PSB & COUNCIL DO DIFFERENTLY?

This exercise helped delegates to think about the change required by the Future Generations
Act and what changes would be needed in terms of the culture of partnership work, strategic
objectives, operational issues, resources, governance and community engagement. What is
apparent from the response is that delegates had a very clear idea of what is and what isn’t
needed to change the way the PSB and Council function.
As well as general points, there were some very specific issues for the PSB and Council to
consider and manage in the way that it exercises its functions. What is clear, is that as well as
compliance with the mechanics of the Act there is a need to change the modus operandi of
partnership work rather than approach the Act, the Assessment and Plan through ‘traditional’
methods.
A key question might be for the PSB to consider how to use the sustainable development
principle to improve its approaches to well-being planning – most comments are about better
approaches to long term, prevention, collaboration, integration and involvement.
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CULTURE OF WORKING

OPERATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

Need a culture of integration – need to
challenge all on PSB. Partners to
demonstrate what they are going to do.

Good for PSB to act as a case study for its
impacts – pilots. Need to take chances – be
prepared to fail and learn from it. All very risk
averse [at present?]

Creative, innovative thinking on the Board –
what’s in the public interest
Better communicate results – good, bad,
indifferent. Be open and honest.

Use population data to help inform planning –
plan better for supply and demand of our
services.
Need for evidence – use data on trends.

Don’t be afraid to ask what
happens/changes as a result of collecting
masses of data and information
Break down short-termist situations that
currently exist

Analyse local data trends.
Simple frameworks – showing impact
assessment of what we can do together.
Involve all staff in well-being assessment.

Look to the past to inform the future, look to
other best practice elsewhere.
Need to be change in culture – look at the
whole authority rather than service areas.

Improve how we communicate the ‘bigger’
picture
Develop and promote pooling of information

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

Need to enter into longer term contracts –
supply chains.

Lots of what’s needed is non-statutory as
well as statutory – need to look at this.
Statutory functions often get priority to
ensure compliance.

Financial education in school curriculum

Clearly differentiate between wants and
needs
Create a sense of
community/citizen/personal responsibility.

Translation of assessment and plan through to
delivery and get understanding of individual
impact on Plan and create ownership
throughout – including citizens.
RESOURCES
Payment to voluntary sector

Better control/manage migration
opportunities

Sharing budgets – joint projects/priorities

More focus on ‘waste’ from comprehensive
age onwards

Give up % of budget for future generations
Consortium – sharing other resources/staff

Council needs to become more sustainable
on community level also.
Future generations won’t want to visit
Council offices. Need to consider more agile
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Pooled budgets and resources. Using and
sharing resources better – not just money.

32nd Caerphilly Local Service Board Standing Conference
working and digitisation.
Need to think about individual communities
– particularly in larger authorities.
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1. DEVELOPING A LONG TERM CULTURE

This exercise was designed to let delegates explore the types of changes that will be need to
develop a long term culture in the work of the PSB and partners, given that political, financial
and organisational cycles run are short term and heavily influence the way organisations
function.
The FGA requires a long term focus in corporate planning and a range of other functions, as
well as evidence of long term thinking in decision making. The responses range from the
philosophical to the practical, but clearly demonstrate that cultural and organisational change to
‘ratify’ long term approaches will need managing.
What delegates did well within the 20 minutes was to identify a number of levers to begin to
embed long term approaches within the PSB (and Council’s) activities. These will need
managing and operationalising if they are to help to make the ‘long term’ an acceptable and
valued approach to public service delivery.
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CULTURAL CHANGE FOR LONG TERM
Short term thinking encourages short term
solutions. Need to change this.
Need to take more risks – try something to see
whether it works.

BUSINESS PROCESSES FOR LONG
TERM
Need to have a more precise vision, a
genuine decision making process owned
by the PSB. Have faith and follow it all the
way to/from resident. [Applying to] every
organisation, every team, every individual.

Need to put money into what works.
Embedding sustainable development
Culturally we do ‘good enough’ for now instead of issues from the outset – flexibility in
looking forward.
contracts.
Funding cuts will force us to do things differently.

Use of data for the long term in business
planning

Need more certainty about longer term finances.
Will need to happen gradually – issue of LGR.
Lots of change everywhere – voluntary sector.
How do we get people involved, to have a stake
in the future?– HOPE. Jobs, aspiration, active
communities.

Publicise issues that we are all facing or
will be facing
Understand [long term] community needs
versus community provision through more
dialogue /understanding /listening
Pool budgets actively.

Lessons learnt (understand other’s journeys)
look for lightbulb moments and learn from them

Interpretation of legislation and how it does
or can be better applied to service
Keep up with technologies and make use of them provision and the people who deliver it and
the people/environment who receive it.
Out of adversity comes ingenuity.
Long timeline in doable chunks – keeps
Look at competition that exists and translate to
people with you.
partnerships
Move away from annual budgets
Social responsibility to be clearly identified
Grants received as a group – funding
Add years to life – life to years.
received is only aligned with the here and
now – WG need to look at core funding for
Need change to public expectation – steer
the future.
change.

Following the workshop sessions, members were brought back together in a brief plenary
discussion of the main points raised in each of their workshop groups.
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“The Next Steps – how Caerphilly Public Services Board will use what you
have said today”
Rob Hartshorn, Head of Public Protection, CCBC
Rob Hartshorn closed the meeting by noting that delegates had responded well to this initial
challenge to develop a long-term culture. In updating the Conference on the approach being
taken to develop the Public Services Board’s Well-being Assessment he advised that we were
very much at the start of the process and partners could expect to be asked to engage in this
over the coming months and at future Standing Conferences. He finished by thanking the
presenters, staff who had facilitated the event, and delegates for their positive contribution.
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Delegate List

First Name

Surname

Title

Organisation

David

Bents

Group Manager

South Wales Fire & Rescue
Service

Bridie

Biddle

Policy Unit

CCBC

Jacob

Birch

Natural Resources Management Team Leader
(Rhymney Ebbw)

Natural Resources Wales

Antony

Bolter

Group Manager (Strategy & Funding)

CCBC

Huw

Bowen

Local Government Partnerships

Welsh Government

Mererid

Bowley

Gwent Public Health Team

Aneurin Bevan University Health
Board

Marc

Budden

Superintendent

Gwent Police

Chris

Burns

Interim Chief Executive Officer

CCBC

Amy

Cole

Community Regeneration Coordinator

CCBC - Communities First

Bob

Cooke

Chair, Voluntary Sector Liaison Committee

Paul

Cooke

Team Leader - Sustainable Development &
Living Environment

CCBC

Tracey

Deacon

Aneurin Bevan Gwent Public Health Team

Public Health Wales

Jackie

Dix

Policy and Research Manager

CCBC

Vicki

Doyle

Advisory Services

CCBC

Tracy A

Evans

Education for Sustainable Development Officer

CCBC

Tracey

Evans

Project Officer, Supporting People

CCBC

Clare

Ewings

Youth Participation Manager

CCBC

Jeff

Farrar

Chief Constable

Gwent Police

Emily

Forbes

Deputy Chief Executive

GAVO

Cllr Nigel

George

Cabinet Member

CCBC
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Lucinda

Gough

Business Development Manager

Smart Money Cymru Credit Union

Robert

Hartshorn

Head of Public Protection

CCBC

Andrew

Highway

Town Centre Development Manager

CCBC

Val

Jackson

Community Voice Project Officer

GAVO

Huw

Jakeway

Chief Fire Officer

South Wales Fire and Rescue
Service

Cllr Ken

James

Cabinet Member

CCBC

Martin

Jones

16-19 Coordinator

Coleg y Cymoedd

Michelle

Jones

Manager

Caerphilly Parent Network

Gina

Jones

Third Sector Development Manager

GAVO

Clare

Jones

Youth Forum Coordinator

CCBC

Cllr Barbara

Jones

Cabinet Member / Deputy Leader

CCBC

Lowri

Jones

Chief Executive Officer

Menter Iaith Caerffili

Julie

Kennedy

Quality and Development Manager, S.E Wales
Jobcentreplus

Department of Work and
Pensions

Hayley

Lancaster

Communications Officer

CCBC

Liz

Lucas

Head of Procurement

CCBC

Cyril

Luke

Adviser

Caerphilly People First

Susanne

Maddax

Health & Social Care Coordinator

GAVO

Ian

Milward

Campus Director

Crosskeys College

Heather

Nicholls

Acting Deputy LDU Head [Gwent]

National Probation Service Wales

Alison

Palmer

Community Planning Co-ordinator

GAVO/CCBC

Andrew

Parr

Senior Social Worker

CCBC

Kathryn

Peters

Corporate Policy Manager

CCBC

Cllr David

Poole

Cabinet Member / Deputy Leader

CCBC

John

Poyner

Engagement and Progression Coordinator
NEETS

CCBC

Martin

Price

Chair, Board of Directors

Islwyn Community Credit Union

Cllr Judith

Pritchard

Councillor

CCBC

Ian

Raymond

Performance

CCBC

Janine

Reed

Third Sector Development Officer for Gwent

GAVO/OPCC
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Anwen

Rees

Equalities Training & Promotion Officer - Policy
Unit

CCBC

Howard

Rees

Programme Manager for Partnership
Development & Collaborative Improvement

CCBC

Cllr Keith

Reynolds

Leader / Chair Caerphilly LSB

CCBC

Emma

Saunders

Cluster Manager, Communities First

CCBC

Liz

Sharma

Communications and Engagement Officer

CCBC

Elaine

Simpson

Children's Services Manager

Action For Children

Jaki

Southgate

Carers Participation Officer

Hafal

Mandy

Sprague

Development Officer for Older People 50+

CCBC

Katy

Stevenson

Chief Executive

Groundwork Wales

Neil

Taylor

Head of Performance and Planning

Office of the Police & Crime
Commissioner for Gwent

Claire

Thomas

CHC Coordinator

CCBC

Linda

Travis

Senior Community Education Manager

CCBC

James

Watkins

Families First Officer

CCBC

Kelsey

Watkins

Communications and Tenant Engagement
Officer

CCBC

Cllr Tom

Williams

Cabinet Member

CCBC

Neville

Rookes

Policy Officer - Environment

Welsh Local Government
Association

Cathy

Madge

Strategic Policy Lead

Office of the Future Generations
Commissioner

Dr Alan

Netherwood

Speakers
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Netherwood Sustainable Futures

